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Coffee Break with Game-Changers,
presented by SAP
Wednesday at 8 AM Pacific/11 AM Eastern
June 14th 2017:You Don't Own Me: What About My Data? Part 2
The buzz: “You already have zero privacy – get over it” (Scott
McNealy). We as individuals have welcomed Internetconnected, mobile devices to help us make daily decisions.
But when we share data with companies, and they share it
with their business partners, are their built-in and bolted-on
data security capabilities enough to protect our personal
information? The experts speak. Brian Kilcourse, RRS
Research: “If you spend more on coffee than on IT security,
you will be hacked. What's more, you deserve to be hacked”
(Richard Clarke). Frank Diana, TCS: “You could go crazy
thinking of how unp
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Brian Kilcourse
Brian Kilcourse is recognized as one of the top retail technology leaders in the United
States. He is a managing partner at Retail Systems Research LLC (“RSR Research”),
a company focused on delivering research, strategies, and knowledge for the
extended retail industry. Formerly President and Chief Executive of Retail Systems Alert
Group (RSAG), Brian is a recognized leader in retail technology practices. He has
authored research reports on Cross-Channel Retailing, Supply Chain, Customer Data
Security, Business Intelligence & Analytics, Mobility, IT Governance, Workforce
Management, Services Oriented Architectures (SOA) and Software as a Service
(SaaS). Previously, Brian was SVP and CIO a
Read more

Frank Diana
Frank Diana, Managing Partner, Futurist at TCS, is a recognized futurist, thought leader
and frequent keynote speaker. He has served in various executive roles throughout his
career and has over 30 years of leadership experience. At TCS, he is a thought leader
and advisor in the context of business, societal and economic evolution. Frank blends
a futurist perspective with a pragmatic, actionable approach – leveraging horizon
scanning and storytelling to see possible futures. His leadership experience obtained
through various executive roles connects practical realities with the need to focus on
an emerging future filled with complexity and change.
Read more

Larry Stolle
Larry Stolle is the Senior Global Director of Automotive Marketing at SAP. He is
responsible for marketing the entire solution portfolio, spanning the Automotive OEM,
the Automotive Supplier and Automotive Sales and Service organizations including
automotive retail and importer business. Larry joined SAP in 2006 and has more than
45 years of experience at automotive dealerships, automotive manufacturers and
importers, and IT systems integrators. He has extensive knowledge of the automotive
business with special focus on automotive retailing across the globe. He has never
stopped being a “car guy”!
Read more
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